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**Fig 1S**: Structure of low-molecular-weight hydrogelator molecule based on 1,3,5-cyclohexyltricarboxamide, 1.

**Fig 2S**: A sample of aligned fibers of hydrogelator 1 a) bright field b) birefringence mode; scale bar 200µm.

**Fig 3S**: DBC gel a) bright field b) birefringence mode; scale bar 500 µm.
Fig 4S Gelation of a DBC solution with addition of pH indicator in quartz cell shows
a) high pH gradient during gelation process
b) pH gradient visualized with pH indicator color scale for pH indicator used in the
picture 1c) d) different gelation time dependent on HCl concentration d) color
scale for pH indicator used in the picture 1e).

Fig. 5S: Texture Direction Index as a function of the distance from the inlet at different time.

Movie shows: growth of aligned fibers of DBC (bright field mode), sample of aligned fibers of DBC (birefringence mode, rotating table) and growth of aligned fibers of 1.